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Colne Valley Classic and Vintage
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The CVCVC was formed in 1989 to encourage interest in Historic,
Vintage, Classic Cars and Motorcycles
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Michael Hipperson’s fabulous Lotus Elite arriving for lunch at the Farmers Club in Bury St Edmunds
during the 2018 “RAF 100” Cento Miglia. Michael has written a book on the Lotus Elite and the CVCVC event is
mentioned. The book is reviewed on page 4.
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Editor’s Intro

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Coronavirus (COVID-19)
In line with our Government's lockdown restrictions, the
Committee have reluctantly decided to cancel all club
activities until further notice The Committee are monitoring
the Coronavirus situation and will keep members informed
through the CVCVC Newsletter, Parish Notices and Website
as to when the Authorities confirm normal activities can be
resumed.

Club Information
The CVCVC is open to all enthusiasts with an interest in
vintage and classic cars and motorbikes
The CVCVC Committee

AGM Important Notice
In light of the current tightening of restrictions on group
meetings, the Club Committee have decided to cancel the
October AGM for 2020 and plan on holding the next one in
September 2021.
I hope you and your families and friends are keeping safe.
Nearing November and just when life was to some extent
returning to normal, firmer Coronavirus lockdown restrictions
have returned. Hopefully, people will take heed of the
restrictions to reduce virus casualties, enabling family/friends’
gatherings to take place over the Christmas period.
With the CVCVC October AGM cancelled, it is still possible to
contact the Club, via the Committee members, their contact
details and respective Club positions are provided within the
Club Information column.
A variety of articles again this month, too many to preview
here, but I do marvel at Peter Sprot’s journey travelling down
through Europe to Malta with his classic Vincent motorcycle,
with more to come next month.
During this lockdown period, the supply and quality of
members articles for the Weekly Parish Notices and Monthly
Newsletter have been exceptional. Please keep forwarding
articles for both Club publications. They needn’t necessarily be
classic car related.
Stay Safe - Chris Sharman
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CVCVC Membership
Club Membership is open to enthusiasts with an interest in
vintage and classic cars and motorbikes. .

The CVCVC and Electronic Media
eNewsletters
The majority of members now receive this newsletter, on a
monthly basis, by email. If you receive the black and white copy
by post and would like to receive the full colour edition by email,
for home printing, then please contact Roger Martin.

Electronic mailings
Regular updates are sent out with reminders of lunch meetings
and information on our evening speakers. Additionally, these
include more details of forthcoming club events and activities.
To receive these, please make sure Roger Martin has an up-todate email address for you.
Club Articles
There is always space for articles, so please forward details to
the editor, on your vehicle’s motoring experiences, event
reviews, or restoration and technical stories. New feature ideas
are always welcomed.
December Newsletter
Would you please forward articles by email or post before
Monday 16h November.
DISCLAIMER
The views, opinions and any technical advice printed in this
Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Committee or Editor
and should not be taken as such. The CVCVC accepts no
responsibility for the results of following contributor’s advice.

Editor’s Space Filler
(Until normal services are resumed)
Replacing Brake Linings
The braking on my pre-war Singer sports car has always
required extra pressure on the brake pedal to slow the car
down. I assumed this was the norm, (when my son first drove
the Singer, he thought I was a hero), but reading an article on
brake shoes, modern materials are too hard, more suitable for
servo systems. Fitting softer linings was recommended for
elderly cars with cable/rod activated brakes, due to the
mechanical limitations imposed. Now could the same be said for
the first generation of Lockheed hydraulic brakes. During a
phone conversation with Geoff Broad, he mentioned that his
previously owned 1930s Wolesley Hornet had the same
problem, Geoff never thought to mention to the company who
relined the Hornet’s brake shoes to fit soft linings. Examining
the linings on my Singer, they are hardly worn, even after
20,000 miles use, pointing to hard linings!
Amongst my Singer spares I had one set of ONS linings,
with rivets plus spare shoes so I decided to remove the old
delapidated linings, clean up the shoes, fit the new liniings and
install on the front axle, as the front brakes take the main
braking force. The existing shoes to be kept in reserve.
Make-shift
jig with homemade punch, the
shoes
came
from
an
old
Singer I bought
for spares, the
linings
from
these
shoes
were in poor
condition,
the
one on the left
looks as it was
adapted from a conveyor belt! Explains why the MOT was
brought in during the late 1950s
Searching the Internet for replacing linings information, the
operation isn’t quite as simple as I first thought. You need an
anvil, a special rivet punch. An extra pair of hands and there is a
set sequence of working from the middle rivets, then outwards
to ensure constant tight lining contact with the shoe surface. In
fact a couple of articles recommended taking the shoes to a
specialist for relining! However I decided to proceed and
fabricated a jig to hold the inverted shoe and this contained a
bolt to act as the anvil. I also made a riviet punch complete with
tapered pin to spread the rivet tail over the shoe’s underside.
Fortunately the linings were pre-drilled/countersunk and
lined up with the existing shoe holes. The process was
extremely time consuming, but then I was on a learning curve.
I’ve only had the Singer out once since replacing the front brake
shoes, they will need bedding in, although there was a noticable
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reduction in speed when applying the brakes. So I’m conifident
the softer linings grip the drums better than the previous hard
ones.
Altogether an intesting exercise, but if the need arises next
time I will use a
specialist company!
Job Done!

TilburyGravesend
Vehicle Ferry
With the Dartford
Thames
Crossing
running
at
full
capacity,
I
am
surprised the old
Tilbury–Gravesend
Vehicle Ferry hasn’t
been reinstated.
With the coming of the railways in the mid-nineteenth
century a steam passenger ferry was established between the
two riverside towns. In October 1927, the London Midland and
Scottish Railway Company introduced a vehicle ferry using two
purpose-built vessels –
Tessa, 371 tons built in 1924 and Mimie, slightly larger at
464 tons built in 1927.There is very little historic records on the
ferry, but interesting after WWII, the two vessels transported
over 250,000 cars per year, in spite of limited capacity.

SS Tessa

SS Mimie
According to my 1933 AA handbook a single fare was 4/- for a
10hp car and 5/- for larger ones. By 1961 the fare had risen to
10/- and 13/-. Respectively. Quite costly really, but the saving in
time was considerable as the alternative was a journey into
London to either the Woolwich Free Ferry or Blackwall Tunnel.
The ferry service operated from 7am to 11pm on a frequent
basis.
Sadly, SS Tessa and SS Mimi were scrapped after the ferry
closed in 1964 following the opening of the Dartford Tunnel.
Do any members have any memories of the old ferry?
Chris Sharman

“Britain Leads the World
in Electric Vehicles”
Well…. It did back in 1967. At that time the UK had more
electric vehicles on its roads than the rest of the world
combined. Not carrying passengers but whirring quietly through
our streets in dawn’s early light accompanied by the gentle
chink of milk bottles on their way to doorsteps up and down the
country. It’s estimated that there were around 50,000 milk floats
in Britain by 1970.
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At that time, Ford was experimenting with electric power for cars
and 1967 saw the unveiling of the Ford Comuta at its recently
opened Dunton Research Centre at Laindon in Essex.

Ford presented the Comuta as the latest in electric technology
"We regard this as a step in our programme to develop a
commercially practical electric car. The Comuta has a fibreglass
body and a sheet metal, Lotus Elan-type backbone chassis
which keeps its total weight near 1200 pounds.”

As the range of some 2020 electric cars reaches close to 300
miles on a charge, the 37 miles of the Comuta represents baby
steps from another era. Only two Comutas were built and you
could park them both in the space for a Mk2 Cortina:

Did they survive? One did, and it is currently in the UK Science
Museum collection along with another 1960s pioneer of electric
vehicles which was arguably more relevant… a Morrison’s milk
float.
Stuart Black

Guess the Car

In reality, the Comuta had more in common with United Dairies
than any tenuous association with Lotus. Its dual DC electric
motors were originally designed as aircraft auxiliary units and
put out 3.7 kilowatts (5 horsepower). Four lead acid batteries
gave a range of 37 miles if the driver kept to a leisurely 25mph.
Ford concluded that the time for a practical electric car was
beyond the 60s due to the limitations of lead acid battery
technology for energy density. It anticipated we’d be ready to
plug in and go in the late 70s but it was to be another 44 years
before Ford first offered the public a chance to buy a battery
electric car with a blue oval badge. The Electric Focus was
available in 2011 with a range of 115 miles and around 10,000
were sold in seven years, mostly in the US. We have one rare
RHD example in the Heritage Centre at Dagenham.

An extremely rare saloon car, obviously not a UK
manufactured model. Contact the editor with a guess.

A History of Roll-Royce - part 3
The Smaller Horsepower Rolls-Royces, Aero
Engines, the Balloon Car, the Death of the hon C.S.
Rolls and the Titanic Connection
From the very outset Rolls recognised that apart from the
aristocracy there were working upper classes such as
accountants, bankers, doctors, lawyers and surgeons who were
at the top of their professions, who not being able to afford a
Silver Ghost could afford a less expensive Rolls-Royce. After
all, how better to show a potential client how good you were at

your chosen profession then to arrive at their home driving “The
Best Car in the World”.
So Rolls-Royce made rolling chassis with 10,15,20 and 30
horsepower engines and offered the owner/driver a place on
their Chauffeurs Course to allow them to maintain and drive
their cars.
In view of his interest in flying it is hardly surprising that
Rolls should diversify into making aero engines, although Rolls
would not live to see them. The first aero engine Roll-Royce
made in 1915 was the 20.32 litre liquid cooled V12 delivering
200hp. It went through nine upgrades each more powerful than
the predecessor until in 1922 the MK9 Eagle developed 360hp.
Being liquid cooled the propeller drive shaft passed through a
tunnel in the radiator.
In June 1919 two Eagle engines powered the modified
Vickers Vimy bomber that Alcock and Brown flew across the
Atlantic Ocean from St. Johns Newfoundland to County Galway
Ireland. One of the modifications to the Vickers Vimy bomber
was to fill the bomb bay with extra fuel tanks, as each tank was
emptied, it was dropped like a bomb reducing the weight
thereby increasing the power to weight ratio and extending its
range.

Atlantic Flyer – Vickers Vimy
Due to Rolls’s interest in ballooning, he had a Silver Ghost
made with just two front seats and no bodywork as such. Inside
the chassis behind the seats was covered by a flat platform on
which Rolls could place the basket and there was provision for
the gas cylinders to be stored behind the basket.
After the balloon was launched Rolls’s chauffeur would
follow
the
balloon with the
balloon car to
retrieve it from
wherever
it
landed.

Rolls’s balloon
with crew
Rolls also had
an
American
Wright
Flyer
and on the 12th July 1910 Rolls was taking part in a flying
meeting at Bournemouth. He was aware there was a fault with
the tail-plane of his Wright Flyer, but being a bit of a showman
he did not want to disappoint the crowds and decided to fly it
anyway. During the flight the tailplane parted company from the
fuselage, the aircraft crashed killing Rolls, he was just 32 years
old, his life was short, but action packed.

Roll’s Wright Biplane
There was a desire amongst owners of Silver Ghosts to
give their cars names which they had painted on the solid metal
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front of the support for the windscreen. Lord Pirrie Chairman
the Chairman of Hartland and Wolff from 1895 -1924 had the
name “Titanic” written on the base of the windscreen frame of
his Roll-Royce. Not the smartist name for the Chairman’s Rolls!

The Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost still has the Titanic
plaque on the windscreen along with Lord Pirrie’s Crest.
Mike Crees

Book
Review Chasing
Elites
CVCVC member
& established
author Michael
Hipperson, has
written an
excellent book
charting the
history of the
Lotus Elite.
The book not only covers the technical aspects of the Elite but
Michael’s involvement with the Lotus and people associated
with the model, plus the Elite on the book’s front cover “9364
ND”, which many members would have seen on the 2018
CVCVC RAF 100 Cento Miglia Run. Michael tells the Elite story
extremely well, with many personal stories accompanied by
numerous photos.
The Preface sets the scene with the Swinging Sixties,
moving on to the Introduction of the Lotus Elite Type 14. Lotus
boss Colin Chapman started the design process in 1956,
assembling the right people for designing the car, including
Peter Kirwan Taylor and Frank Costin (brother of Mike
“Cosworth”).
The book covers the Elite’s sensational launch at the 1957
Earls Court Motor Show, with its monocoque structural
fibreglass body, OHC Coventry Climax engine, full independent
suspension and disc brakes, there is a section devoted to the
intricacies of manufacturing the Elite.
Michael reveals, when aged seventeen he first saw an Elite
at Snetterton in 1964 and was bowled over with the car, with his
Dad later purchasing one in 1976.
The next few chapters deal with the purchase of the 1961
Lotus Elite S2, registration 9364 ND, originally owned by Max
Mosley and after 54 years and ten different owners the Elite
was purchased again by Max Mosley with Michael’s assistance.
The rebuild is detailed and after completion the red Elite
attended various events – including the 2018 CVCVC Cento
Miglia, with many photos of the run.
The last chapter features “Elite Racing Legends, including
Les Leston’s “Dad 10” and Chris Barber’s Elite showcased in
the TV series For the Love of Cars, not forgetting the class
winning Le Mans Elites.
The last chapter titled What Might Have Been? Covers the
2010 prototype Elite – a 4.5litre beautiful looking coupe that due
to management issues never progressed into production.
Michael needs to sell another 70 copies, then profits can be
donated to a local childrens hospice, as has happened with

Michael’s previous books. Chasing Elites can be purchased
from https://www.letthemstare.co.uk/product/let-them-stare/
Cost - £13 including postage
Chris Sharman

Another Ride or an Adventure
Peter Sprot - part 2
After a boring ride from Lucca to Sienna we found a hotel
that made up for it. Tucked away in the hills of Tuscany I saw a
sign for a hotel and turned to find the most lovely farmhouse
hotel. Outside an American couple were enjoying watching the
evening sun sink over the horizon while they sipped from large
glasses of wine. I didn’t even bother to ask how much, I just
plonked myself down at a table and accepted a glass of wine. It
only took a minute or less but I realised Graham had not
followed me from where I left my bike. I knew instinctively
something was wrong and walked quickly round the side to the
gravel track leading up to the hotel. Graham was standing
holding his bike which was on its side. It had toppled over when
he moved to let a moped get past, there was no damage, but it
was at the wrong angle to pick up alone. Graham told me that
the moped ride watched the bike fall and just rode off without a
second thought.
The American couple were really nice, he was called Joe
DeVito and I can’t remember his wife’s name. They were both
high level accountants and he like Graham was also a marathon
runner. I think they were the only other people staying at the
place which I would say was expensive but worth it. They were
not motorcyclists, but they appreciated what we were doing and
as we got ready to leave in the morning Joe came over and said
to me ‘Time to rock and roll’. I looked contemplative at the bike
sparkling in the morning sun, turned to Joe and said ‘In its day it
would have been the king of rock and roll but today I think a
waltz and a quickstep would be more appropriate’. And off we
went, me following Graham and Graham following the direction
given by his sat nav which this time had been asked to take us
to Monte Cassino but not on the toll roads. This was a great
day; the roads were smooth with a good mixture of bends and
straights that was until we reached a place called Arazzano
where the road was closed without any apparent warning and
no hint of a detour. Graham asked his sat nav for an alternative
and it took us down unmade farm tracks, past pot holes deep
enough to bury a dog and up hills that could easily be used as a
section on a hill climb. It was great fun and I can clearly
remember patting the petrol tank on the Vincent amazed at how
after two hours at nigh on 70mph in blistering heat it could settle
without hesitation to little more than walking speed in first and
second gear for over twenty minutes without the slightest hint of
complaint.
Back on proper roads
we
stopped
to
photograph
the
Apennine Mountains
still covered with
snow thinking how
nice some of that
cool air would be
right now. The heat
didn’t appear to affect
Graham as much as
me. Every time we
stopped, I would
remove my jacket immediately and Graham would often sit with
his jacket on and a thin pullover underneath. I think he has the
blood of a lizard running through his veins.
Monte Cassino has an interesting history, it is a mountain
with a beautiful and imposing, albeit rebuilt monastery on the
top which was the centre of the Benedictine order. During the
Second World War it was captured by the Allies at great cost.
The Allies were held up there by the need to get through the
valley and had to capture the Abbey after practically bombing it
to rubble and mounting several almost suicidal attacks. Our
hotel window looked out over the Abbey and as was the case
with almost every hotel, we were given a safe place to put the
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bikes overnight. After unpacking and changing we went for our
usual walk around town ending up in a local pizza bar. The food
was served by a man who could body double for Bluto from the
Popeye cartoon. My pizza tasted awful, but I didn’t complain.
The next morning, I looked out of the window and could not see
the Abbey, the clouds were low and although it looked like it
was going to rain it didn’t.
The roads were getting noticeably quieter and the further
south we travelled the less rigidly enforced were the speed
limits and driving rules in general. For example, in the north
everyone on a bike observed the speed limits and wore crash
helmets, in the south few did either. Allied to that I notice that
the drivers got more excited at the sight of the Vincent and I
started getting cars pulling alongside the bike and the driver
taking photos while we drove along. The best example was from
a motorcyclist on a modern superbike who pulled alongside on
a road that was not a dual carriage way, he put his hand in his
pocket and pulled out a mobile phone. He took a few pictures of
me on the bike and as we continued along at about 100kph he
started tapping out a text message to send it to his friend!
The south of Italy is so pretty with its hillside towns; Scalea
is a typical hill town. The roads are good, the tunnels and the
bridges are prolific. Having gone through so many tunnels I
worked out exactly how to get the Vincent’s exhaust to resonate
to the point that Graham said it would drown out even the trucks
passing through. The way to do it was to get the speed at about
80 kph in the small diameter tunnel or 100 in the large. Then
open the throttle. I said to Graham when we stopped soon after
one long tunnel that the Italian authorities should rent Vincents
to test the structural integrity of their tunnels. There are only a
few tunnels without lights so when they came, they caught me
out as I rode all the time with my 22-watt halogen pilot. My head
light does not appear very bright when you enter a tunnel from
very bright sunlight and I remember one tunnel which had a
huge pothole about 100 metres inside. I missed it but only
because it was not on my line, and I only saw it as it flashed
past my bike.
As Graham reminded me, our journey through the tunnels
was easy compared to the times before, he then went on to tell
me the story of Hannibal who had invaded Italy via Spain and
across the Alps with elephants in the Carthaginian wars of the
third century (Carthage was in North Africa and was later
destroyed by the Romans) after he got to Rome he did a quick
tour round Southern Italy and seemed to be winning, but in the
end came second in his big away match (the Romans won in
extra time).

We stayed the next night in a weird new but 1960’s style hotel in
a coastal town that was close enough to ensure we would get
the ferry to Sicily the next day. The hotel had lurid colours
everywhere with pink chandeliers and bright purple lighting in
the bathrooms. We met some great young people there who
had popped in for a drink, they were so enthusiastic about
British bikes and cars I remember one man looked like a clone
of a young George Michael who although he came in an Alfa
Romeo car, he owned a Norton Commando and a Triumph
Stag, he was a watch repairer and his girlfriend was typical
Italian being very pretty, curvy and always laughing at her
boyfriend’s attempt to speak English. She could speak it very
well.

Next morning, we followed the coast arriving at Reggio
Calabria and boarding the ferry to Sicily just before mid-day.
Crossing the straights of Messina takes about 20 minutes and
the ferries are frequent so there is no need to book. Messina
was where the Black Death came to Europe in 1347 and the
supposed site of Scylla and Charybdis (monster in cave and
whirlpool – caused by tidal flows) in Greek legend if I remember
right. We saw Stromboli the volcano on an island just North of
Sicily just before we got to the ferry. Getting off at Messina we
joined typical city traffic with bumpy roads, tram lines, and lots
of cars.
Heading south we stopped for lunch and watched the driedout scrub at the side of the road right next to the petrol station
burning in the intense heat. No one was attending to it or
appeared bothered. So we got on our bikes and headed south
on the unavoidable toll road. Our Italian friend from the night
before told us to visit the picturesque Taormina famous for such
films as The Godfather part two and Mighty Aphrodite. It was
very nice. We rode straight up the hill and into town just
following the other bikes and scooters and ignoring the signs
telling us to go no further. We parked in the centre outside a
shop, or rather I did. Graham seemed to suddenly lose
confidence and took forever to get his bike in a position to be
supported on the side stand.
As the sun was going down we reached Catania but not
before getting confused by the sat nav and letting it take us
through congested town after congested cobbled town when all
the time there was a motorway about a mile inland. The latest
check in time for the ferry was 7pm and we arrived at 2 minutes
to 7pm. As it turned out we did not need to be in such a hurry
and people were still turning up at quarter to eight! Although the
ferry was comfortable enough it was horrendously expensive for
the three-hour sailing to Malta. It reminded me of the crossing to
the Isle of Man when there was only the monopoly of the Steam
Packet Company to rip you off. By comparison the later trip to
Greece was a 15-hour crossing, we had a nice cabin on a better
ship and it was one third of the price of getting to Malta. Ah well,
it is not as if I do the trip regularly and it was important to me to
get there on the bike.
Malta is part of who I am, my mother was Maltese and my
parents spent the last 26 years of their lives in Malta. When my
father died last year, he left me the house so now I try to spend
as much time in Malta as my other life here in the UK can
afford. It is a great house on a peninsula with what must be
some of the best views in Malta overlooking the grand harbour
to the front and the new yacht marina at the rear. We arrived
close to midnight and everything was in order in the house
unlike last time I came when a water pipe had bust and I
stepped in to a 3cm deep puddle.
Malta must have some of the worst roads in Europe. I’ve been
on many bad roads during my travels, but these are not only
very bumpy but also shiny and slippery. Imagine riding on glass
with banana skins for tyres and you’ll be there. Graham didn’t
use his bike at all while we were there. I went for a few rides
and as long as you go slowly it’s okay. I doubt if I ever got into
top gear. Malta was the only place on the whole trip that I saw
another classic bike; it was a 1950’s Triumph twin which passed
me going the other way. The rider didn’t acknowledge me,
maybe he was too scared to let go of the handlebars to wave?
I’ve always imagined a photo of the Vincent on a small
promontory of concrete in the bay known as Kalkara and at last
I got to take that photo.
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While staying at the house I thought I would investigate the
whirring noise which had gone and been replaced by poor lights
and a discharged battery. I brought the bike into the house out
of the heat and removed the five-year-old Alton alternator. The
bearings were worn and the gearbox needed grease and after a
chat with Mr Hamon I put new bearings in and checked the
output which appeared to be within the limits. The battery also
charged and all was well again so it might have been the
bearings, or I might have disturbed a bad connection and made
it good again. Whatever it was it didn’t last and the problem
returned after a few days.
I don’t think mum would have approved of me revving the
engine in the entrance hall with the exhaust pointing out through
the front door. I didn’t want to take it out until I was ready to go
because getting it in up over the two marble steps took a long
plank on the outside and copy of the Readers Digest home
improvements manual to stop the front mudguard catching as it
dropped over the step on the inside. Dad always said that
manual would come in handy one day.
While the alternator was off, I noticed that the screw which
holds the gearbox cam plate in place was loose. I was tempted
to take it out and put some lock tight on the thread, but I had the
good sense to phone the guru of all things Vincent, Len
Matthews. ‘Don’t take it out’ he said. Apparently, if I had the
cam plate would have dropped and I would have had to take the
gearbox apart to get it back in place, so I just dribbled some
locktight on the visible thread, left it a while then screwed it up
tight.
The four days in Malta were more than we originally
intended but for me they were over too soon and it was time to
set our alarms to get up at 04.30 to get the fast ferry to Pozzallo
in the south of Sicily. Riding up through Sicily I was aware that
although I had achieved my ambition we were still not half way
through our journey we stopped at the ‘Archimedes’ city of
Syracuse for a bit of early Greek influence on the way to the
mainland.
We rode a long way that day ending our journey at a hotel
looking out over the Ionian Sea on what would be seen as the
instep of Italy. We found the hotel after leaving Graham parked
on terra-firma and rode along the hard sand of the beach
between Ruggero and Carrero for a mile or two.

The place was a resort hotel which was not properly open
to the public. I didn’t like it, it was a concrete cube, the water
didn’t work until we complained, then it went off again at night.
The food was yesterday’s sandwiches warmed up. While there I
wanted to take another look at my clutch as I had to adjust it
again after Messina and I was running out of adjustment. The
clutch is the standard Vincent set up. I adjusted the external
adjuster on the gear-lever side and gave myself more
adjustment on the cable for next time. Where I had parked the
bike there was no shade and several mosquitoes, so I was glad
to get the job done.
To be continued
Peter Sprot

The Sunbeam Venezia
As I drove my Rover P6B onto the showground to be lined up
alongside the many other (450 to 500?) cars at the Classics at
Glemham Show on Sunday 6th September I glanced at the cars
already parked up. I like to identify a few cars that I will look at
early on before I then walk the whole circuit (which I usually do
at least a couple of times). One of the cars that caught my eye

was a smart silver sports car that I assumed to be a Lancia. I
was wrong; it was a Sunbeam Venezia. I had never heard of,
let alone seen, a Sunbeam Venezia.
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The car was unveiled to the public in Milan and officially
launched in Venice. The Venezia was the first car to have
entered St. Mark’s Square having been transported by gondola!
The publicity could have gone oh, so, wrong. The car was not
securely held and started moving but intervention by a man also
on the gondola stopped it falling into the Grande Canal!
The price of the car was high. It had a 1592cc engine (also
used in the Humber Sceptre) putting out a quoted 94bhp and
despite having an aluminium body wasn’t particularly fast yet it
cost nearly as much as a Sunbeam Tiger V8 and more than a
Jaguar Mk2 2.4. It was decided to concentrate the sales in
European countries other than Italy where Lancia and Alfa
Romeo dominated the market with car at lower prices and
Britain where import taxes increased the (already high) cost.
In both Italy and Britain the early sixties were plagued with
industrial unrest and strikes. The Venezia was now struggling to
compete with newer models of cars and was even left with the
smaller engine when the Series IV Alpine received the 1725 cc
engine.
With only 204 Venezias made it bowed out in 1968.
Chris Harman

Classic Car Oil Choice

Once parked up and settled in I went to see the mystery
car. The owner could see my quizzical expression and said that
he expected this was the first of the model I had seen. He told
me that there were only three right hand drive models built and
of those three only two are on the U.K. roads. He had owned
the car for quite a few years and looks to keep it in tip top
condition. Most spares aren’t a problem because of the good
support from manufactures and suppliers of Rootes Group parts
plus Sunbeam and Humber club contacts.
I have always liked some of the Rootes Group cars of the
60’s such as the Imp (my brother had one; what a great little
zippy and ‘chuckable’ car) which, in its many versions, would
have sold many more and been a bigger challenge to the Mini if
it wasn’t for industrial unrest, the Rapier, the Sceptre and the
Alpine. So what was this car, the Venezia? From chatting with
the owner at Glemham and resorting to ‘t’internet’ I thought I
would share some of its history.
In 1959 the Rootes Group was doing very well bolstered,
no doubt, by the rally successes in cars such as the Rapier
driven by talented drivers such as Paddy Hopkirk. The Alpine
was launched in 1959 as the Company’s challenge, in the
lucrative sports car market, to compete against the British
greats such as the MGA and TR2.
The Alpine was based on the Hillman Minx using the
humble Husky floorpan. Alec Caine was the engineer who was
to develop and improve the Alpine and one of the things he
wanted was to have more legroom for the driver. Rootes Group
management weren’t convinced so he moved his sights to
Milan. The coachbuilders, Touring of Milan, modified the
location of the pedals and that was carried out in the Series II
Alpine introduced in 1960. Touring modified many different
marques and the Sunbeam Alpine was one on which they
demonstrated their skills.
Touring built cars on the Superleggera method which,
broadly, means building a tubular metal framework on the
existing chassis and then attaching aluminium panels to the
frame whilst not having the aluminium directly in contact with
the steel so as to reduce electrolytic corrosion.
Touring entered into an agreement with Rootes to
assemble four Alpines and ten Super Minxes a day for the
Italian market. Rootes also had an Italian subsidiary in Milan
and it was managed by George Carless who had the idea of
producing a new car for the Italian market. Rootes weren’t
convinced but nevertheless Touring went ahead and in 1961
designed a car that was to become the Venezia. A prototype
was built, shipped to England and given approval by Rootes
management.

I’ve now finished my 1966 Lotus Ford Twin Cam engine
rebuild for my Elan restoration and I’m working on an article for
the magazine about how it went. However, in the meantime, I
had a few questions in my mind about oil choice so I consulted
the prior owner of the Elan who is a Senior Scientist at Shell. He
came back with a very sound recommendation which may be of
interest. Here is an edited version of what he said:
Viscosity range is only ONE of many performance criteria
for an oil.....Best viscosity range depends on engine design and
tolerances used.
If you never run the Elan in very cold weather (which I
assume you will never do) a 10 W oil is fine. If you run always at
very hot conditIons and on tracks use a 15W or even 20W after
careful warm up which would possibly be even better for those
applications.
The hot temperature viscosity figure is important (i.e. the 40 or even better up to -60). I assume that a 10W-40 for
example would OK for you.
Other important performance items are the type of base oil
and the additive package. Here normal retail customers can
only go through the international oil specs or manufacture
approvals to make an assessment but there is much detail....
A problem is that if you go for any retail 10W40 or even
15W40 oil, many of these are very cheaply formulated oils with
poor base oils and low additive content. So the message is
clear: for best performance and reliability the recommendation
is never go for cheap ‘supermarket etc’ oils.... He concluded
with this statement “I would recommend (and I always use
personally) for most cars use Shell Helix Ultra Racing oil
10W60”
As I’ve mentioned in prior articles, I’ve no commercial
connection with Shell but have worked with them on many
occasions and I always found them to be very good professional
people. Other very good oils are available! I use Castrol Edge
10W-60 in my GT40 replica, which was decided well before
receiving advice from Shell. The Elan engine will have the
recommended Shell which I was able to buy online.
Roger Allen

Bits & Pieces

The answer to last month’s – “What was being advertise”, only
David Singer came up with the correct answer. – Anadin asprin.
During 1973 The Anadin company advertising in the Veteran &
Vintage Magazine used a series of motoring events to promote
their fast acting asprin based product. “Anadin”, who would
have thought it!

Hawker Restorations – Two-Seater
Hurricane
Way back in January 2013 after a CVCVC Lunchtime meeting
at the Lindsey Rose, our members visited Hawker Restorations.
The company owned by Tony Ditheridge restores bespoke
classic car and aircraft including WWII Hawker Hurricanes. An
afternoon not to be forgotten.
A recent project
was modifying a
Hurricane into a
unique two-seater
fighter and this
was featured in a
Daily Mail article
last
September
during Battle of
Britain
Week.

Journalist Jane Frere was the Hurricane’s passenger in the
Hurricane piloted by Peter Kynsey. She was full of praise with
the performance and agility of the fighter and its roll in
destroying 60% of enemy aircraft, during the 1940 Battle of
Britain.

How good is your vehicle recognition, guess the cars
from the headlights, answers to the editor
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Gordon’s Goings On October 2020
Hard to believe it’s nearly the end of the year, without hardly
any motoring activity since February. And as I write there
doesn’t appear to be much changing in the short term. While
there are just enough people flaunting the rules, it’s not going to
get better quickly. Am I the only one who thinks that if it’s
decided today that new restrictions need to be brought in, why
not start them today?
We have been trying to get our walks in, while at the same
time rotating the use of the cars. We discovered the other day
that the fort, which I always thought was the Redoubt at
Harwich was in fact the Beacon Hill Fort. Having been asked for
directions to the Redoubt by some visitors, it was with some
embarrassment that we decided to investigate what turned out
to be Beacon Hill Fort, to find them there already! The Redoubt
is nearer to Harwich itself in a housing estate. Any way the
Beacon Hill fort, built in the 1500s, and used in WW1 and WW2
is worth a visit, open on Sundays and run by enthusiastic
volunteers. We hope to visit the Redoubt built in the 1800s and
also open on Sundays, next, when we find it!
We did have a bit of deja vu when we saw a Jowett Javelin
in Frinton a few weeks ago. When we met, Julia was living with
her aunt and uncle in Haringey, and her uncle bought one from
a colleague at work, even though he couldn’t drive. Julia had
her licence, (before me!) and drove them all up to a Jowett rally
in Harrogate. We were lucky enough to have borrowed it a few
times for our weekend travels to Witney and keeping warm and
dry never felt so good! If I remember correctly, body by Briggs,
flat four engine by Bradford? Very well made and heavy with
cross ply tyre squeal on roundabouts at very low speeds! But
luxury after winter journeys on the old Rocket!
We had to call it a day on the bike club activities. We had
managed to have a couple of limited events keeping outside our
pub and social distancing etc, but even with all our biking gear
on, it was clear that we couldn’t continue and keep to the rules.
Like the CVCVC, we have been trying to keep the club alive via
the website, northessexjampot.co.uk, and by email with “Daily
Drivel” revealing interesting anecdotes and activities of some
members in days gone by.
Daily was getting a bit onerous so we have adopted
David’s idea of once a week! My rides so far have been
restricted to me only, which is a bit anti-social but relatively safe.
Like a lot of you I shall be really peeved if we get back to
essential travel only. And how about all these light aircraft
constantly crossing over Colchester? How can any of that be
essential travel?
I think it’s time electric scooters are brought under some
stricter control with compulsory driving testing and clothing
requirements, before a pedestrian gets killed by these kids who
clearly are afraid to get a motorbike and drive on the roads. The
ones I’ve seen with flimsy clothing, no gloves or helmet,
speeding along almost silently on footpaths, have yet to come
off. Even the cyclists have acknowledged that falling off at low
speed can still be very damaging. When you consider the hoops
that today’s new motorcyclists have to go through, it’s just
nonsense to let these people terrorise pavements with no
restrictions. Worse than electric mobility vehicles.
Just as mining in Wales is looking up, for lithium and
vanadium as well as tin, they are closing the mining school
which at the turn of the century was famed throughout the
world. Batteries are of course using up some of the world’s finite
resources. And of course, charging up a battery of around 100amp hours through a domestic 13-amp socket could take some
time. Still the idea that ordinary people won’t mind having their
electricity supply turned off regularly so others can charge up
their cars, is bound to be popular. And at last hybrid vehicles
have been rumbled, something that I have mentioned before.
Energy cannot be created nor destroyed! Have you noticed that
none of the manufacturers has produced an electric van. I
wonder why?
Now the football season has started, clearly struggling to
pay players several thousand pounds a day motor sport will sink
even further down the list at the BBC. And if you think motor
sport is a waste money, its nothing compared to football!
Gordon Levett

